MY PBOPOSAL ACCEPTED.
That Prince strongly approved the proposition I had just
briefly praised every part of it, and added that he         nothing
better to be done than to execute this plan very punctually.
It was agreed afterwards that no other        could be
than that of arresting the Marechal,        sending him right off
at once to Villeroy, and then, after having allowed him to
there a day or two, on account of his age, but well watched, to
see if he should be sent on to Lyons or elsewhere.    The
in which he was to be arrested was to be decided at Cardinal
Dubois' apartments, where the Regent begged me to go at once.
I rose accordingly, and went there.
I found Dubois with one or two friends, all of whom were in
the secret of this affair, as he at once told me, to put me at my
ease/ We soon therefore entered upon, business, but it would be
superfluous to relate here all that passed in this little assembly.
"What we resolved on was very well executed, as will be seen.
~i arranged with Le Blanc, who was one of the conclave, that
the instant the arrest had taken place, he should send to Meudoa,
and simply inquire after me; nothing more, and that by this
apparently meaningless compliment, I should know that the
Marechal had been packed off.
I returned towards evening to Meudon, where several friends
of Madame de Saint-Simon and of myself often slept, and
others, following the fashion established at Versailles Paris,
came to dine or snp so that the company was always very
numerous. The scene between Dubois and Villeroy was much
talked about, and the latter universally blamed. Neither then
nor during the ten days which elapsed before his arrest, did it
enter into the head of anybody to suppose that anything worse
would happen to him than general blame for his
violence, so accustomed were people to his freaks, to the
feebleness of M. le .Due d'Orleans. I now delighted, how-
ever, to find such general confidence, which augmented that of
the Marechal, and rendered more easy the execution of our
project against him; punishment he more and more deserved
by the indecency and affectation of his discourses, and the
audacity of his continual challenges.
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